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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let S be a regular semigroup. Then a subsemigroup Q of S is said to be 
a quasi-ideal of S if QSQ E Q; since S is regular this is equivalent to 
Q = QSQ. Any one sided ideal of S is a quasi-ideal as is the intersection of 
quasi-ideals. On- the other hand, when S is regular any quasi-ideal is easily 
seen to be the intersection of a left ideal and a right ideal; Q = QSn SQ. 
Of particular interest are these quasi-ideals which are themselves regular 
semigroups, the regular quasi-ideals of S. Any ideal of S is certainly a 
regular quasi-ideal of S as is any local submonoid of S; that is, any subset 
of S of the form eSe where e is an idempotent of S. Regular quasi-ideals 
arise naturally in the study of regular semigroups ince it can be shown [S] 
that there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of regular quasi- 
ideals of S and the set of biorder ideals of the biordered set of idempotents 
of s. 
Let g be a class of regular semigroups; as usual this means that V is 
closed under isomorphic images. Then a regular semigroup S is said to be 
locally in % or a locally %-semigroup if each local submonoid of S is a 
member of %. Many classes of regular semigroups can be described in 
terms of properties of their local submonoids. For example, completely 
simple semigroups are those regular semigroups all of whose local 
submonoids are groups; that is, they are locally group semigroups. 
Nambooripad [7] has shown that the sandwich sets of idempotents in a 
regular semigroup S are singletons if and only if S is locally inverse. If G$ 
is a class of regular semigroups which is closed under ideals (quasi-ideals) 
then it is evident that a semigroup Y which is locally in 9? cannot be 
embedded as an ideal (quasi-ideal) in a locally %-semigroup with an 
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identity unless S itself belongs to %?. In this paper we consider a related 
question. 
Problem 1.1. Let %3 be a class of regular semigroups which is closed 
under ideals. Can a regular semigroup S, which is locally in %, be embedded 
us a quasi-ideal in a regular semigroup T, which is locally in %, where 
T= TwT for some idempotent o? 
Our interest in this question stems from a remarkable paper of 
D. Allen [l] which, when slightly reworked, Ref. [2], showed that if 
T= TOT, w2 = w, is a regular semigroup then T is a locally isomorphic 
image (that is the image under a homomorphism which is one-to-one on 
local submonoids) of a regular Rees matrix semigroup over wTw. For 
example, if T is locally inverse and T= TOT, with CCJ’ = w, then T is a 
locally isomorphic image of a regular Rees matrix semigroup over an 
inverse semigroup. More recently, the author [3, 41 has been able to 
extend Alien’s result to prove the following. 





Then a regular semigroup which is locally in %? is a locally isomorphic 
image of a regular Rees matrix semigroup over a member of %. For %’ 
either the class of semilattices or the class of unions of groups the author 
[3,4] was able to give necessary and sufficient conditions for a locally 
‘+?-semigroup to be a locally isomorphic image of a regular Rees matrix 
semigroup over a member of 97. Although there were differences in detail, 
the proofs of all these results followed a common pattern. A heuristic for 
this pattern which is described in Section 2, in the form in which we shall 
need it here, was provided by the observation that if S could be embedded 
as a quasi-ideal in a regular quasi-ideal in a regular semigroup T = Tw T. 
with w2 = w, then the methods used to prove Allen’s theorem also showed 
that S is a locally isomorphic image of a regular Rees matrix semigroup 
over WTW. 
We have not solved Problem 1.1 in general, only for the special classes 
of regular semigroups described above. A general procedure is given in 
Sections 3 and 4 for obtaining embeddings of the kind proposed in 
Problem 1.1. The procedure is applied in Sections 5 and 6 to the special 
classes of regular semigroups. As in [3,4], there are differences in detail for 
the various classes of regular semigroups considered. The main result of 
this paper is thus as follows: 
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THEOREM 1.2. Let V be one of the following classes of regular 
semigroups 
(i) semilattices; 
(ii) inverse semigroups; 
(iii) 2-unipotent semigroups; 
(iv) orthodox semigroups; 
(v) unions of groups; 
(vi) E-solid semigroups. 
Then the following are equivalent for a locally @-semigroup S 
(a) S is a locally isomorphic image of a regular Rees matrix semigroup 
over a member of W; 
(b) S can be embedded as a quasi-ideal in a locally W-semigroup T 
which has a greatest $-class. 
Both (a) and (b) hold 1f.S is either a locally inverse semigroup, a locally 
9-unipotent semigroup, a locally orthodox semigroup, or a locally E-solid 
semigroup. If S is either a locally testable (i.e., locally semilattice) semigroup 
or is locally a union of groups then (a) and (b) hold if and only if the 
principal ideals of S form a semilattice under intersection. 
In order to obtain a quasi-ideal embedding of the required type, we shall 
make use of the procedure developed in [4] to construct Rees matrix 
covers for regular semigroups. The relevant information is described in 
Section 2. In Section 3 this material is used to discuss the problem of 
obtaining the quasi-ideal embedding and a general procedure is described 
for constructing it. The details of the construction are verified in Section 4. 
In the final section the procedure is applied to obtain the results described 
in Theorem 1.2. 
2. REES MATRIX COVERS FOR REGULAR SEMIGROUPS 
Let S be a regular semigroup and let Z, A be non-empty sets. Let P be 
a A x I matrix over S. Then the set ,X(S : I, A : P) is a semigroup under the 
multiplication 
(i, S, A)(.L t, PI = (i, sP,2jt, PO, 
the Ix A Rees matrix semigroup over S with sandwich matrix P. In 
general, it is not regular however it can be shown [2] that the set of 
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regular elements forms a regular subsemigroup of ,&(S; Z, A; Pj which we 
denote by 93X($ Z, A; P); 
(i, s, 1) E WA(S; z, A; P) if and only if V(s) np,&,, # @ 
for some jE Z, ZA EA where, as usual, V(s) denotes the set of inverses of 
s E S. We call WJ(S; Z, A; P) the regular Rees matrix semigroup over S 
with sandwich matrix P. 
A homomorphism 8: S+ T between regular semigroups is a loral 
isomorphism if 9 is one-to-one on each local submonoid eSe, e2 = e, of S. 
The homomorphism 19 is a local isomorphism [4] if and only if ~0 = ~0 
implies axb = ayb for all a, b E S. 
Let S be a regular semigroup with set of idempotents E and let E be a 
set in one-to-one with E under the pairing e t* .5. Let Q be an I? x .Z? matrix 
over S such that 
(i) q?EeSf for e,feE 
(ii) q==e for eeE 
and set W= { (2, s,f) E ,!? x S x i?: s E eSf>. Then W is a regular semigroup 
under the multiplication 
(2, s,f)(g, t, h) = (2, sqjg, 6. 
Suppose that II/ is a local isomorphism of W onto a semigroup T and 
denote by [F, s,f] the image, under I/I, of (2, s, fj E W. Let P be the E x E 
matrix over T defined by 
Result 2.1 [4, Theorem 2.11. The mapping 8: 9Lti(T; E, E; P) + S 
given by (e, [ii, s, 61, f) 8 = s is a well defined local isomorphism of 
%i&‘(r; E, E; P) onto S. 
Result 2.1 plays a central role in obtaining locally %-semigroups as 
locally isomorphic images of regular Rees matrix semigroups over V-semi- 
groups in [4]. The idea, starting with a locally %-semigroup S is to find 
an Ex E matrix Q over S such that W or a locally isomorphic image of W 
belongs to V?. Result 2.1 then applies to give the Rees matrix cover. We 
shall use this idea in the current paper but, for our purposes, it will prove 
more convenient o use not all of %A’( r; E, E; P) but only a portion of it. 
We define 
AI,,= ((e, [F, s,f],f)~Ex TxE:s~eSf}. 
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This is easily seen to be a subsemigroup, indeed a quasi-ideal, of 
&‘,H(r; E, E; P). Further each element (e, [t?, s,f], f) EM,, has an inverse 
in M,,; for example if s’~fSen V(s) then (f, [f, s’; c?], e) is an inverse of 
(e, CC w%f) in MI,. Thus M,, is a regular semigroup and since each 
element of S belongs to some es’ we have 
COROLLARY 2.2. The mapping 9: M,, --, S given by 
(e, CC WV) 0 = s 
is a well defined local isomorphism of Ml, onto S. 
To end this section we note that if U is a regular quasi-ideal of a regular 
semigroup S then eUe = eSe for each idempotent eE Q. Thus if S is a 
locally %-semigroup, for some class %? of semigroups, so is every regular 
quasi-ideal of S. For we have 
eUeGeSe=e’eSe.eGeUSUeceUe. 
It follows that if Q is an i?x i? matrix over S such that T, above, belongs 
to %’ then M,, being a regular quasi-ideal of %?M(T; E, E, P) is a locally 
W-semigroup. 
3. QUASI-IDEAL EMBEDDINGS 
In this section we will briefly consider the embedding of a regular 
semigroup S as a quasi-ideal in a regular semigroup T= TcoT, with CO an 
idempotent. Although the results at the beginning of this section are not 
strictly required for the main construction, which is described at the end of 
it and verified in Section 4, they provide the background and motivation 
for that construction. 
Let us define subsets N,, i, j= 1, 2 of T as follows: 
N1, = S, Nlz = STo, NzI = COTS, Nz2 = OJ TSTo. 
Then each N,, i, j= 1,2, is evidently a quasi-ideal of T. Indeed, under sub- 
set multiplication, we have the following table which locates products: 
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In the table, the asterisk indicates that NiiNkl= N, as subsets; in the other 
cases we can only say that N, Nkl E N,. [When calculating the products 
one uses the facts that S= STS, T = TUT and S, {CD) c T]. 
The table shows that N = U (N,: i = 1,2 > is a subsemigroup of T which, 
since S is regular, is easily seen to be regular. Further since, for example, 
wN,,=oScwTS= N,, and N,,o~=ScocSTco=N~~, 
we find that oN E N, NW c N so that m= N u {o} is a subsemigroup of T 
containing N as an ideal and S as a quasi-ideal. Also 
~VWN=(~}UN~U~NUN~N 
={OI)UNCON 
= (w) u (SW u STw u WTSO u COTSTO) N 
= {w} u (STo u oTSTW) N 
= {~)uW,,~NzzW 
=(w}uN=m 
from the table, since So c STo, COTSO G coTSTo. Hence m has a greatest 
$-class (0). 
In addition one finds that 
wNw = w v wNw. 
=wvN,, 
so that the set of elements of N with identity w is precisely N,, = wTSTw. 
Suppose now that S belongs locally to some class ‘3 of regular semi- 
groups which is closed under ideals and that T, as above, is also a locally 
%? semigroup. then, wTw is a %?-semigroup and hence, since %? is closed 
under the taking of ideals, so is 
N22 = wTSTw = TSTn wTw. 
Summing up, we have 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let %? be a class of regular semigroups which is closed 
under ideals, locally submonoids (and adjunction of identities) and let S be a 
regular semigroup which is locally in W. Suppose that S can be embedded as 
a quasi-ideal in a regular semigroup T = TOT, where w2 = w, which is also 
locally in g. Then there is a two by two matrix of semigroups N,, i= I, 2 
such that 
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(i) N= IJ {N,: i, j= 1, 2) is regular and locally in 59; 
(ii) N,,=S and Nz,EG$ 
(iii) an idempotent o can be adjointed to N in such a way that N is an 
idealofn=Nu(w), ~=iiiu~andw&o=N,,u{o). 
Proof. The only part of the result which still requires proof is that N 
(or Iii) is a locally V-semigroup. This, however, follows from the 
hypotheses on %?. For, since N=&o~, every local submonoid of N is 
isomorphic to a local submonoid of wi% which belongs to W. Hence every 
local submonoid of m is in C??. 
Proposition 3.1 provides the basis for a two step procedure for 
constructing an embedding of a locally %?-semigroup S into a locally 
%-semigroup with a greatest f-class. The first step is to construct a two by 
two matrix of semigroups N,, i, j= 1,2 with N,, = S and Nz2 E% in such 
a way that each idempotent of N= u {N,: i, j= 1,2} is %equivalent to an 
idempotent in Nz2. The second step is to adjoin an idempotent CO to N so 
that N is an ideal in N u {CD> and Nz2 = ONU. 
The first step makes use of the fact that, as shown in Section 2, there is 
a procedure which often gives a semigroup S as a locally isomorphic image 
of a regular Rees matrix semigroup over a semigroup, constructed from S, 
which is in some class 59 of semigroups. The idea is to enlarge this matrix 
semigroup and to obtain N, as above, as a homomorphic image of the 
enlarged matrix semigroup. To this end, we make use of the terminology 
introduced in Section 2. 
Let A4 denote the set of all quintuples (CI, [e, s,p], /I) where c( = e or 2, 
p =f or J and [C, s,{] E T. Next let P be any (Eu E) x (E u E) matrix over 
T such that 
Pup = CC 4,p.n c(=eorZ,fi==forJ’, 
where qag E eSf and 
4,f= ef 
q;ri is the t?, fentry of the matrix Q used to define W. 
Then M is a regular semigroup under the multiplication 
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It is a matrix of four subsemigroups 
Mll={(e, [C,s,f],f)~ExTxE:s~eSfj 
M12= {(e, [Z,s,f],f)~Ex TxE:sEeSf j 
M,,=((.F, [e,s,f],f)EExTxE:sEeSfj 
M,,=((e,[e,s,f],f)~ExTxE:s~eSfj. 
Corollary 2.2 shows that the mapping 0: M,, + S given by 
(et CC.bfl,f)6=s 
is a local isomorphism onto S. From the definition of multiplication on 
Mz2 it is immediate that the mapping I$ : Ml2 -+ T defined by 
is a homomorphism. Indeed, it is easy to see that d is a local isomorphism 
of A422 onto T. 
The idea for the first step in the embedding, constructing 
N=U {N,:i,j=1,2}, is toextend (608~‘)u(~o~-‘)frornM,,~M~~ to 
all of M. If this is done successfully N is the quotient and the second step 
in the embedding process will be to adjoin an idempotent w to N in such 
a way that oNc0 = Nz2 z M,,. The details of doing this are taken up in the 
next section. 
4. VERIFYING THE DETAILS 
LEMMA 4.1. Let 7c1 and x2 be the congruences on M,, and Mz2, respec- 
tive@, defined by 
(e, CC dl,f 1 x1 k, [ii, t, 0 h) if and only if s = t 
(6 C6 ~,fl,f) n,(i, CE, t, a RI ifand onIy if [F, s,f] = [g, t, i;] 
Then n can be extended to a congruence 5 on M (such that 
E A M, x M, = xi, i = 1, 2) if and only if the following conditions and their 
duals hold: 
(i) xEeSnuS*q/;,x=ql;,x for all REE, 
(ii) [Z, x,f] = [I?‘, x’,J”] - [h, qhex,f] = [h, qhZ.x’,f’] for all h E B 
ProoJ Suppose that rt can be extended to a congruence on M and 
48lil52,‘1-12 
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suppose that x E eSn US for some e, u E E. Then .X E eSf n z&f for some 
feE.Let h~j?. Then (e, (e,x,.~),f)711(~,U,~~,f),f) and so 
That is, (h, [h, hq,x,f],f) E(h, [i, hq,p,f],f); since q,;e EhSe, this gives 
(h, [h,qr;,x,f],f)7T(h, [h,q,~,f],f) and so, since ~niWM,,xA4,,=~, 
and 7~~ is a local isomorphism we find [&, qiex,J‘] = [h, qhux,f] and then, 
because @ is a local isomorphism qiex = q&,x. 
Next suppose that [C, x,f] = [e’, x’,f’]. Then 
so that (6, [h, h, h], h)(Z, [C, .~,f],j) &(h, [ff, h, &I, /?)(e’, [IF’, x’,f’],fl) 
and so, because I-C extends x2, 
(h, [I;, h, 61, Iz)(2, CC x,fl,f) 7c2(h, CR, h, f51, h)(C’, Ce’, x’,.f’l,f’) 
That is 
That is [I?, q,zex,f] = [h, qhelxl,fl]. 
Similarly, the duals of (i) and (ii) also hold. 
Suppose conversely that (i), (ii), and their duals hold. Then, since n 
is contained in the congruence fi which induces the partition of M 
into the M,, 71 c j?. Suppose that (e, [C, s,f], f) %(g, [g, t, i], h). Then 
there is a sequence of elementary z-transitions from (e, [& S,f], f) to 
(g, [g, t, h], h). Further, since 71 E p, each of these transitions is either a 
rr,-transition in M,, or is of one of the following four forms or the duals 
of the first two: 
0) (4 C% x, 4, fi)(el, Ccl, sl,.fil,fI) 
-+ (u, [fi, x, 4, fiNez, CG, hfA,fd, 
where 
(e,, Ce,, slJil,fI) nl(e2, II&, hf21,fi), i.e., sl =s2; 
(ii) (4, CQ,, x1, &I, u,)(el, Ccl, ~~,.f~l,~~)(&, Ci2, x2, Gl, u2) 
+ (Ul C%, Xl, fill, a(&, CG, dzI,L) 
x (C2, cu2, x2, fi21, u2), 
where 
(Fl, CC,, sl,.fll,fi)~2(~2, CF2, s2,.f21,f22), i.e., CF,, sl,fI,l = Ch, s2,fil; 
(iii) (u,, C&, x1, fill, fid(~I, Ce,, ~~,JJ,.f~fi)(~~, CU2, x2, &I, u2) 
+ (u,, II&, XI, ClC, &)(~2, CC,, s2,J;IJ2~ 
x (U2, CC,, x2, i721, u2)r 
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where again (el, Ce,, sl,fil,fI)7t2(b, EG 5,,f21,.T2). 
Case (i) We have 
where s1 = sz E e, S n e,S. Hence by the first condition in the statement of 
Lemma 1.2, xqcclsl = xqce2s2 so that, in this case, the transition is a 
PI-transition. The same is true in the dual of case (i). 
Case (ii). We have 
(Ul, [lil, x16? .l~l~14fiuzx2~ fi21, ~2)-+(U1, [~I, xlqo,Pz~2qf~up2~ 521, fJ2). 
Since (Fl, [I?,, s,,fI],fi) rc,(Ea, [F,, sl,fz], f,) and x2 is a congruence on 
M22, (6, k, s~,LI~ fl)(~2, F2, x2, ~~1, F2j 7~,(4, Ce,, hJ;I, f22) 
(fi2, CG2, -%, V2], U2), which implies [PI, slqfjlTzx2,U21= [P,,~~q~~,x2,~21. 
By the second condition in the statement of the Lemma, this implies 
which, since $ is a local isomorphism, in turn gives 
so that 
4fi,e,S14f,up2 = 4a,e*S24q2iizX2 
Thus the translation is a 7t,-translation. 
Case (iii). We have 
(Ul, CUl, “t4u,p,S14y,u2X2, fJ21,02) if(Ul cu,, xlqB,B~s2qjjuzx2’ E21, u21. 
Since (Cl, [t?,, ~,,~~],f,) rr2 (e2, [C2, s2,fJ,f2) and 7r2 is a congruence 
on M 4, xl. fill, Fl)(el, CFl, sl,fll, .flMG, Ch, x2, fi21, G) is 
n 2 -r&is trLy ‘- 
iu1, C%, Xl, q1, UlNC2, C22, s2,f21,f2m2, cu2, X2,~21? 52). 
Thus C&, xlqu,e,Slqf,u2x2, hl= [El, xlqo,ezwhu2x2, ~zl, so that since li/ 
is a local isomorphism, -xlqB,eZSlqy,G2x2 = lqB,e2s2q~2c2x2. Hence the 
transition is, again, a n,-transition. 
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Case (iv). We have 
(Ul, C%Y ~l~,l,l~l~fp~~ ‘c2, a, Q) + (U,? ru1, “~1qolp2~2qf2up2~ 6219 02). 
Since (eI, [C,, s,,fI],fi) z2(e2, [P,, s,,J;],fJ, the second condition in the 
statement of the lemma gives 
[Ifill quiet bfI1 = [Ifi,, q”,~~~2J*l 
and its dual then gives 
[Cl, qu,e-,~lq~ut? &I = [Ifi,, qqz$2qjpq 61. 
But $ is a local isomorphism so this, in turn, gives 
q”,elSlqfiu* = 4”,c?p2!?fiu?. 
and thus xlq,lelsl qflu2x2 = xIqoLe2s2q~2uzx2. Hence the transition is, once 
more, a 7c,-transition. 
The analysis of these four cases shows that any sequence of elementary 
7%translations between members of M,, is, in fact, a sequence of 7c,-transla- 
tions. Hence itn(M,,xM,,)=n,. 
Suppose now that (2, [I?, ~,fl,f) is E-related to (2, [g, f h], h). Then 
there is a sequence of elementary x-transitions from (e, [P, S, j-J, f) to 
(g, [jj, i, h], &). Further each of these transitions is either a z,-transition in 
A& or is of one of the following four forms or the duals of the first two 
where 
(ii) ate,, Ce,, s,,fIl,fi) B --, 4e2, [C2, s29f21, fd8, where a = 
(U1, [iii, x1, I?,], VI], p = (Us, [z&, x2, ~~1, Cz), and the middle components 
of the transition are n,-equivalent; 
(iii) de,, Eel, s~,f~l,f~)P --t ate*, [G, s2,f21,fi)P, where ~1 = 
(CL, [El, xl, U,], ul), B = (ZQ, [z&, x2, I&], z?J, and the middle components 
of the transition are RI-equivalent; 
el, sI,.fIl,fi) B + NC,, Ce,, s2,J;],f2) B, where a = (- p de_,, c- 
UlV Ul, x1, ul], VI], P = (z&, [&, x2, VJ, I&) and the middle components 
of the transition are n,-equivalent. 
Case (i). We have (U, [I(,x~~~,s~,~~],~~)-+ (U, [tl, xq,,,s,f2],f2). Since 
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[F,, s,,f,] = [F,, s,,fJ the second condition in the statement of the 
lemma implies [V, qoe,s,,fi] = [v, qve2,f2]. This, in turn gives 
Hence this transition is, in fact, a rc,-transition. 
Case (ii). We have 
Since the middle components of the transition are rc,-equivalent, sr =s2 so 
that s r x2 = s2 x2 E e r S n e2 S. Hence, by the first condition in the statement 
of the lemma, qvle,s1x2 = qelezs2x2 and so xlqale,slxZ = xlqB,ezsZxI. Thus 
the transition is, in fact, an equality. 
Case (iii). We have 
Since the middle components of the transition are x,-equivalent, s1 = s2 so 
that x~s~x~=x~,s~x~ and, as in Case (ii), this transition is an equality. 
Case (iv). We have 
(fil> C&t XIqs,elS14f*u2 x2, hl, h) + (4 I% dwole2~2qfZcZx29 521y c2i. 
Since (cl, iZFl, ~,fIl,.fJ xI(e2, CG, s2,f21,f2), s1 =s,Ee,Sne,S. Hence, 
by the first condition in the statement of the lemma, qulelsl =qolelsZ 
so that xlqoie,sl =xA+~s~. Then, by the dual of the first condition 
~l%,e,S14f,ii* = XlqulepZqfZu2 and thus xIqaletslqf,rlzx2=x1qale2S2qf~nzx2. 
Hence this transition too is an equality. 
The analysis of these four cases shows that any sequence of elementary 
71 transitions between members of M,, is, in fact, a sequence of 
n,-transitions. Hence it n (Al2 x M2) = x2. 
It follows from Lemma 4.1, that N= M/ii is a two by two matrix of 
semigroups N, = M,/( E n (M, x M,)) where Nil z S and N,, z T. 
Lemma 4.1 gives a procedure for embedding a locally V-semigroup in a 
locally WI-semigroup with a V-semigroup as a large quasi-ideal. The next 
step is to adjoin an additional idempotent o the new semigroup in such a 
way that it remains a locally V-semigroup but has a greatest $-class. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let S be a semigroup with 7~ a reiation on S and let 
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T= Su (u}, where u2 = u be an ideal extension of S. Denote by it the 
congruence on S generated x Then the relation on T defined bl 
a-boa=b=u or (a, b)Ef 
is a congruence provided (a, b) E 71 omplies (au, bu) u (ua, ub) c ti. 
ProoJ: Certainly the relation is an equivalence and is compatible with 
multiplication except possibly by U. Hence, since u is idempotent, it suffices 
to show that (a, b) E E implies both (au, bu) E % and (ua, ub) E 6 
Suppose that (a, 6) E %. Then there is a sequence of elementary 
n-transitions 
a = sO + sI + s, + . . . + s, = b, 
where si = xiai yi, si+ 1 = xibi yi, 0 d i < n, and (a,, bi) E rc, with xi, yi E S’. 
If yips then siu=x,a,(yiu), ~~+~=x,b,(y~u) where xi,yi~~S1 and 
(ai, bi) E 7~. Thus siu --) si+ 1 u is an elementary z-transition. If yi = 1 then we 
have siu=xi(aiu), sitIu=xi(bju) where, by hypothesis, (a,~, b,u)EC. 
Hence, in this case too, siu + si+ i u is an elementary E-transition. It follows 
that there is a sequence of elementary z-transitions. 
au=s,u+s,u+s,u+ ... +s,u=bu 
so that (au, bu j E 5. Dually (ua, ub) E 7c. 
5. THE RESULTS 
In this section we shall use the machinery developed in Section 4 to 
prove the following somewhat echnical proposition. The results mentioned 
in the introduced are corollaries to it. 
THEOREM 5.1. Let S be a regular semigroup with set of idempotents E. 
Let E be a set in one-to-one correspondence with E, via e ++ F, and let Q be 
an ,!?x E matrix over S such that 
(i) qCyEeSffor all C,fEE 
(ii) qzz = e for each 2 E E. 
Let W= ((2, s, f) E 1 x S x .!?I s E eSf > under the multiplication 
(F, sJ)(g, t, I;) = (F, Sqfgt, i) 
then W is a regular semigroup. Suppose that T is a locally isomorphic image 
of W. Then S can be embedded as a quasi-ideal in a regular semigroup 
m= ii%&, w2 = co, such thut o&o x T’. 
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The proof follows the procedure outlined in Section 4. To this end we 






and u is some arbitrary, but fixed, member of E. 
LEMMA 5.2. The following conditions and their duals hold. 
(i) xEeSnfS~qx,x=q~~xforallhEE 
(ii) [~,x,f]=[g,~,k]~[h,qheX,~]=[h,qhg,~]foYall~E~. 
Proof (i) qr;,x = qJ,ex = qhux = qKuJx = q.iy x. 
(ii) 
Ch, qhex, fl = CL, hq,,x, fl 
= [I?, hu, U] [e, x, f] 
= Ck hu, EIE S, Y, iI 
= [ii, q&y, k]. 
Lemmas 5.2 and 4.1 show that the relation K = 7ci w x2 on M extends to 
a congruence % such that TC, = ii n (M,i x M,,) and rcz = 5 n (AI,, x M22). 
The quotient N = M/77 is a matrix of subsemigroups N,, i, j = I, 2, such 
that N,, ,z S whrle N,, z T. 
For each (CI, [C, s, f], B) E M we have 
so that each element of M belongs to the principal ideal generated by a 
member of M,,. Hence each element of N belongs to the principal ideal 
generated by a member of NzZ. It follows that, if T has an identity, so that 
Nz2 has an identity w, then N = NoN and N,, = ONO while N,, z S. Thus 
Theorem 5.1 is proved in this case. 
If, on the contrary, T does not hnve an identity then we proceed as in 
Section 4 to adjoin an additional idempotent OJ to M so that Mu (CO) is 
an ideal extension of M. To do this we define self maps A, p of M by 
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Since 
it is easy to see that 1 is an idempotent left translation of M. Similarly p 
is an idempotent right translation of M. 
LEMMA 5.3. 2 and p are linked left and right translations of M. Thus we 
can form an ideal extension of M by adjoining an idempotent w with 
urn = Am, mo = mp for each m EM. 
ProoJ: Only the linking property of 1 and p remains to be checked. We 
have 
(a, cc s, fl, P)C4L CE t, iI, S)l 
{ 
(6 CC & J‘l, PM% C% ut, 0 6)) if y=g = 
(4 cc s, fl, Ph c s, t, a, 6) if y=g 
1 
(a, cc sqf,t, a, a B="Ly=g 
(a, cc sqfkt, m, 6) b=j;,Y=g = 
(4 cc sqfit, a, 8 B=J;r=E 
(4 cc sqf,t, Al, 6) P=J;y=i! 
(a, ce, sq,,t, hl,4 P=f,r=g 
P=f,y=2 = 
1 
(4 cc sq,t, 49 4 
(a, cc sqyzzt, a 6) P=J;y=g 
(4 ce, F&t, m, 8 /?=J;y=g. 
Hence L and p are indeed linked. 
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In the semigroup i@= Mu (w} we see easily that CO&?W = MZz u (CO) 
and so since each element of M belongs to the principal ideal generated by 
a member of M,, we have that M = @COG@. Further M,, is a quasi-ideal of 
a. Hence, to complete the proof of Theorem 5.1 we need only show that 
ii u ((CD, o) > is a congruence on R. Its quotient fl has the properties 
described in Theorem 5.1. 
LEMMA 5.4. The relation n = x1 v 7t2 is compatible with multiplication by 
w in the sense that (a, b)En: implies (aw, bw)v (wa, wb)fif. 
Proof. Suppose that (e, [e, S, f], f) rcr( g, [g, t, h], II); that is s = t. 
Then (e, [c?, SU, ii], U) rrr( g, [ 2, tu, U], U) since su = tu. But, since 
(e, CC s, fl, f)w = (e, CC =4 4,4 = (e, CC su, ill, u)(u, [U, u, Ul, ti) 
and 
it then follows that 
Similarly, 
(e, C.5 s, fl, f) w$ g, C E 6 @, hb. 
de, [l& s, fl, fj fM g, ES, t, h W. 
Finally, since w acts like the identity on (2, [c?, s,f],f) and 
( 2, c E t, a, a 
(5 CC s, 11, j-1 wf4g, cg, t, 0 hw, 
and ~(2, [t?, .s,f], j) 71w(g, [g, t, h], h) whenever 
Lemmas 4.2 and 5.4 show that E u { (0, w) > is indeed a congruence on 
fi so the proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete. 
Theorem 5.1 applies quickly to characterize those locally W-semigroups 
which can be embedded as regular quasi-ideals in locally %-semigroups 
with a greatest y-class. 
THEOREM 5.5. Let V be a class of regular semigroups which is closed 
under ideals, local submonoids and adjunction of identities and let S be a 
regular semigroup which is locally in V. Then S can be embedded as a quasi- 
ideal in a regular semigroup N = NON, where w2 = w, which is also locally 
in ‘% tf and only if there is an E x E matrix Q over S such that 
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(i) qerEeSf for all e, f E E= E(S) 
(ii) qee=efor alleEE 
and such that some locally isomorphic image T of W, the semigroup of aN 
triples (e, s, f ), s E eSf under 
(e, 3, f )(g, t, h) = (e, sq,& II), 
is in %. 
Proof If there exists such a matrix Q then Theorem 5.1 shows that S 
can be embedded as a quasi-ideal in a regular semigroup N= N&i, 
with m2 = o, such that c&m = T’ where TE%. Since G$ is closed under 
adjunction of identities T’ E %’ and thus, since each local submonoid of w 
is isomorphic to a local submonoid of ONW, because N= OUR, and W is 
closed under local submonoids, W is locally in %‘. 
Conversely, if such a quasi-ideal embedding is possible, then the heuristic 
for constructing Rees matrix covers which is given in [6], Section 8 shows 
the existence of Q. 
THEOREM 5.6. Let V be one of the following classes of regular 
semigroups 
(i) semilattices ; 
(ii) inverse semigroups; 
(iii) A?-unipotent semigroups; 
(iv) orthodox semigroups; 
(v) unions of groups; 
(vi) E-solid semigroups. 
Then the following are equivalent for a locally V-semigroup S. 
(a) S is a locally isomorphic image of a regular Rees matrix semigroup 
over a member of V ; 
(b) S can be embedded as a quasi-ideal in a local[v V-semigroup T 
which has a greatest y-class. 
Both (a) and (b) hold tf S is either a locally inverse semigroup, a locally 
9-unipotent semigroup, a locally orthodox semigroup, or a locally E-solid 
semigroup. If S is either a locally testable (i.e., locally semilattice) semigroup 
or is locally a union of groups then (a) and (b) hold if and only tf the 
principal ideals of S form a semilattice under intersection. 
Proof As remarked in the introduction, or [6, Section 31, (b) implies 
(a) for each of these classes of semigroups. On the other hand, suppose V 
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is one of the following classes of regular semigroups: inverse semigroups, 
9?-unipotent semigroups, orthodox semigroups, or E-solid semigroups. 
Then, if we pick an idempotent u E S and set 
i 
e*f if e#f 
q,f= e if e=f 
where e* E S(u, e), the sandwich set of u and e, the matrix Q satisfies 
the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1 [3, Theorem 2.1; 4, Theorem 3.1 or 
Theorem 4.51. Hence (b) holds for each of these classes of semigroups. 
Suppose now that e is either the class of semilattices or the class of 
semigroups which are unions of groups and that (a) holds. Then, by [4, 
Lemma 2.61, the principal ideals of S form a semilattice under intersection. 
But this being the case the matrix Q defined by 
qCr = greatest element of eS’ under the natural partial order 
if S is locally testable, [3, Theorem 3.31, 
or 
e if e=,f, 
qef= xEeSf 1 suchthat SeS nSfS=SxS,e#f, 
if S is locally a union of groups [4, Theorem 5.11 
satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 5.1. Hence {l) implies (b) in these cases 
too and the theorem is proved. 
Theorem 5.6 leaves open the question of whether or not the result is true 
for all classes of regular semigroups or even for those which are closed 
under ideals, local submonoids and adjunction of identities. 
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